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Introduction
Methods

Conclusions

Last year a study was presented at the ASMS comparing the Soft Spot Identification for a set of 9 compounds using different

acquisition modes (targeted and untargeted) showing similar results in all different cases. Also, new acquisition modes have

been developed recently like the SWATH untargeted mode where the MSMS is triggered using different mass window. The

aim of this presentation is to show how the same incubation samples that were presented before perform under this new

acquisition mode.

The preliminary results show that the untargeted SWATH data yield the similar soft spot than the previously reported studies.

Which means that similar atoms in the parent structures of verapamil, Saquinavir, nefazodone, dextromethorphan, 2N-569S,

7Z-0822,10P-909 and 10R-0650 were pointed as the labile place for oxidative metabolism.

The interpretation of the SWATH spectra in terms of fragmentation analysis gave similar quality in the scoring analysis than

the Data Dependent scan methods using the same or different equipment with different acquisition modes. In addition it

reduced the set of potential metabolites peaks when compared to the more traditional non targeted methods. Results show

for Nefazodone.
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Human Liver Microsomes (HLM) at concentration of 0.5 mg/ml were incubated with 1 μM drug 
substrates in 0.1M sodium-phosphate buffer substituted with 1mM NADPH. Samples were taken 
after 2, 5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes and reaction was stopped by adding one volume acetonitrile. 
Samples analyzed by Waters-UPLC-system coupled ABSciexTripleTOF™5600 mass-spectrometer. 
Generic, targeted LC-HRMS method was applied to 9 compounds. Data analysis was performed with 
MassMetaSite and the pre-process data was uploaded automatically into WebMetabase for expert 
approval a visualization. 

HPLC analysis: Chromatogram for the different time points

Peaks found by Mass-MetaSite
MS SWATH

Structure elucidation

Soft Spot Analysis

• Mass-MetaSite can effectively process SWATH data for:

• Metabolite Identification

• Peak finding

• Structure Elucidation

• Soft Spot Analysis


